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Abstract
In recent years, biological web resources such as databases and tools have become more complex because of the
enormous amounts of data generated in the field of life sciences.Traditional methods of distributing tutorials include
publishing textbooks and posting web documents, but these static contents cannot adequately describe recent dy-
namic web services. Due to improvements in computer technology, it is now possible to create dynamic content
such as video with minimal effort and low cost on most modern computers. The ease of creating and distributing
video tutorials instead of static content improves accessibility for researchers, annotators and curators. This article
focuses on online video repositories for educational and tutorial videos provided by resource developers and users.
It also describes a project in Japan named TogoTV (http://togotv.dbcls.jp/en/) and discusses the production and distri-
bution of high-quality tutorial videos, which would be useful to viewer, with examples.This article intends to stimu-
late and encourage researchers who develop and use databases and tools to distribute how-to videos as a tool to
enhance product usability.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in life sciences technology have dra-

matically changed the research style from hypothesis-

driven research (bottom-up style) to data-driven re-

search (top-down style). Current ‘omics’ projects

have produced vast amounts of data that have been

stored in various online databases. Simultaneously,

many types of web tools have been developed to

analyze the stored data. Some of them are annually

featured in the Nucleic Acid Research’s database issue

and web server issue [1, 2]. Although the increase

in available resources (databases and tools) has pro-

moted life sciences research, this situation causes

the following difficulties for researchers, especially

‘wet’ biologists: (i) What kinds of resources exist?

(ii) Where are they? (iii) How can the resources be

used and combined? and (iv) How does one interpret

a result? To solve these issues, development of edu-

cational content as well as a system for navigation of

web resources is required [3].

Traditional methods for distributing educational

content include publishing textbooks and web docu-

ments. Although the contents of a textbook are sus-

tainable, they quickly become obsolete because of

frequent updates of web interfaces and improvement

in web service functions. Web documents can more

easily keep up with database and tool updates.

However, it has become difficult to describe current
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web services in such static documents because of

the evolution of web technology. Web 2.0, Flash

and AJAX (Asymmetric JavaScriptþXML) have

led to the development of interactive and dy-

namic web services. This type of content would be

better expressed in an animated environment rather

than in a document. As a similar example, education-

al videos have been distributed using videotapes,

CDs/DVDs and the Internet for >30 years in some

clinical fields because it was excessively difficult to

describe an actual procedure in writing [4–7].

However, their creation and distribution costs were

high.

Rapid improvements in recent years in computer

hardware, software and the Internet have reduced

the publishing cost of multimedia content. A per-

sonal computer with a high-end CPU, extensive

memory and large-capacity storage space enables

users to produce and encode videos with relative

ease. The latest releases of major OS packages in-

clude software for recording, editing and encod-

ing videos, such as Windows Live Movie Maker

(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) and

QuickTime (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA). The

reasonable price of such software reduces the instal-

lation cost, and its user friendliness reduces the time

required. In addition to the reduction in production

cost, broadband networks have also reduced the dis-

tribution cost of multimedia content and have

allowed experts to readily distribute video content

in their field to anyone with an Internet connection.

Many recent web browsers are by default equipped

with video players, such as the Adobe Flash player

(Adobe Systems Incorporated, San Jose, CA, USA)

and QuickTime player (Apple Inc.); thus, one

can easily view a video on web browser by simply

clicking the play button.

In this article, we describe online video reposi-

tories for educational purposes, worldwide move-

ments of distributing video tutorials created by

major database and tool developers, and our recent

activity in Japan. In addition, we propose distributing

how-to videos to the developers and users of data-

bases and tools to promote their usability and con-

tribute to the scientific community.

ONLINEVIDEOREPOSITORIES
Several web services are already available for video

distribution. YouTube is the most popular online

video sharing service, and it contains many tutorial

videos and lectures in many fields [8]. Similarly, there

are repository services such as Dailymotion and

Vimeo (for more examples, see the Wikipedia article

entitled ‘List of video hosting services’) [9–11]. Most

services are free to use, and any registered user can

upload video. Live streaming services such as

Ustream, Justin.tv and Stickam also exist [12–14].

As the term ‘live streaming’ suggests, these services

provide live streaming services for lectures, work-

shops, seminars and meetings that are recorded and

may be played back at a later time.

In the scientific field, the Journal of Visualized
Experiments has been published since 2006 [15]. It is

a peer-reviewed, PubMed-indexed journal devoted

to the publication of biological research in a video

format. SciVee offers a comprehensive set of rich

media solutions to enhance the discovery and collab-

oration of knowledge [16]. It provides Video and

Podcasts (standard videos and podcasts), PubCast

(synchronized video abstracts of peer-reviewed art-

icles), PaperCast (synchronized video abstracts of

non-peer-reviewed articles), SlideCast (synchronized

videos of slide presentations) and PosterCast (syn-

chronized videos of posters or other conference

presentations) in collaboration with scientists and re-

searchers, as well as journals and publishers, societies,

conference organizers, universities and research insti-

tutions. Dnatube is a community-based repository of

scientific videos including educational materials, sem-

inars and lectures [17]. This site has over 5000 videos

and 30 000 community members. Individual videos

can be found using keyword search, category tags

and topics.

Some universities and organizations also adminis-

ter a video repository server, especially for providing

lecture videos that are part of OpenCourseWare

(OCW). The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT) hosts MIT OCW and MIT World, and the

University of Tokyo provides UT OCW [18–20].

Academic Earth provides online courses of the

world’s top scholars from Harvard University and

Stanford University among other top academic insti-

tutions [21]. YouTube also has a special channel for

education from colleges and universities named

YouTube EDU, and another channel, Technology,

Entertainment, Design (TED), delivers interesting

lectures by respected individuals [22, 23]. A com-

plete list of OCW websites is found at the OCW

Consortium Website, and other useful services

are listed in the Wikipedia article entitled ‘List of

educational video websites’ [24, 25].
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In addition to repository-type services, delivery-

type services named vodcasts (video podcasts) are

available via Really Simple Syndication (RSS) tech-

nology. If a user subscribes to a vodcast program in a

vodcast player such as iTunes, the contents of the

program are automatically updated when new con-

tent arrives. Since the vodcast programs can be trans-

ferred to portable devices such as the iPod, iPhone or

iPad, the user can watch them anytime, anywhere.

Although vodcast programs are mainly focused on

news, entertainment and fashion, educational pro-

grams are also provided. Indeed, some institutes

have already used the podcast/vodcast for education

[26–28]. Apple collects and webcasts educational

contents via the iTunes store called iTunes U [29].

VIDEOTUTORIALS PROVIDEDBY
RESOURCEDEVELOPERSAND
USERS
As noted earlier, the publishing of tutorial videos by

some providers has increased as the creation and dis-

tribution costs of videos have decreased. For ex-

ample, National Center for Biotechnology

Information provides tutorial videos of some services

both on the YouTube channel and on their server

such as dbGaP, the database of Genotypes and

Phenotypes, that archives and distributes the results

of studies that have investigated the interaction of

genotype and phenotype and PubMed that is a data-

base of citations and abstracts for biomedical litera-

ture from MEDLINE and additional life sciences

journals [30–35]. Some projects in the European

Bioinformatics Institute also distributed how-to

videos for tools such as Ensembl that is genome data-

bases for vertebrates and other eukaryotic species,

QuickGO that is a fast web-based browser for

Gene Ontology (GO) terms and annotations, and

GOA, Gene Ontology Annotation, that provides

high-quality GO annotations to proteins in the

UniProt Knowledgebase and International Protein

Index [36-41].

Not only service providers in national institutes

but also individual service providers including rela-

tively small communities distributed tutorial videos.

Galaxy, a collaboration system for genomic research,

is a highly functional and complex system, but

the procedure is easily understandable because the

developers provide tutorial videos on their website

[42, 43]. Taverna, which is an open source and

domain-independent workflow management system

(a suite of tools used to design and execute scientific

workflows and aid in silico experimentation), is also

described in the tutorials in a video format [44, 45].

ATTED-II, which provides co-regulated gene rela-

tionships to estimate gene function, has YouTube

channel for tutorials [46, 47]. There are many

video tutorials provided by the database and tool

developers.

In addition, educators and users of web resources

who do not develop any databases or tools also con-

tribute to the scientific community by providing tu-

torial videos. BITS, BioInformatics Tutorials Series,

is a collaboration work of the MIT Engineering and

Science Libraries and Harvard’s Countway Library

[48, 49]. BIREC, Bioinformatics Information

Resource and eLearning Center, also provides tu-

torial videos [50]. OpenHelix provides over

100 well-organized tutorial suites including videos

on web-based bioinformatics and genomic resources

[3, 51]. It also has many tutorial videos in ‘Tip of this

week’ tagging articles in the blog section [52]. In

addition to videos provided by organizations, a

YouTube search by database or tool name will pro-

vide many tutorial videos produced by volunteers.

TogoTV: ONLINETUTORIAL
VIDEODISTRIBUTION TRIAL
IN JAPAN
To bridge the gap between service providers and

users, we created and distributed tutorial videos of

databases and web tools. We describe in this article,

a methodology for making and distributing videos

and elaborate on this methodology with examples.

TogoTV (‘Togo’ means ‘integration’ in Japanese;

pronunciation symbol is [to�go�]) that is one of

the services in the Integrated Database Project in

Japan (Figure 1) is a portal site of tutorial and lecture

videos about bioinformatics resources [53–55].

Although the original TogoTV site is mostly written

in Japanese [53], there is the English interface for

international users [54]. The site contains our original

videos and third-party videos from publicly available

website such as YouTube. All contents provided by

us are distributed under the Creative Commons

Attribution 2.1 Japan license and also provided as

vodcasts that can be viewed using a portable device

and on YouTube. Although most of the contents are

described in Japanese, there are 19 original pro-

grams in English, most of which explain a service

developed in the Integrated Database Project such
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as TogoWS [56], which provides an integrated

SOAP and REST APIs for interoperable bioinfor-

matics Web services and OReFiL [57], which is an

online resource finder for life science. We plan to

expand our own English contents so as to enable our

service to be used all over the world.

Making videos
Currently, two types of video are provided: (i) tu-

torial videos of databases and tools (screencasts) and

(ii) lecture videos of symposiums and workshops (live

action). For screencast videos, a screen where the

database or tools were operated was captured and

edited using screencast software equipped with a

caption-adding function, such as Camtasia Studio

(TechSmith Corporation, Okemos, MI, USA) for

Windows and DesktopToMovie (Pencil Software,

Okinawa, Japan; only a Japanese-language version is

available) for Mac [58–60]. Recently, Camtasia:Mac

(TechSmith Corporation) has been released, and we

recommend its use rather than DesktopToMovie.

For live-action videos, a lecture was recorded using

a digital video camera or voice recorder, and then

the source media was edited or embedded with pres-

entation slides using tools such as Final Cut Pro

(Apple Inc.) or iMovie (Apple Inc.). It is also possible

to output presentations in Keynote (Apple Inc.) to

videos. After capturing and editing, the source media

was encoded in QuickTime format (.mov) and

MPEG-4 format (.m4v) for distribution via websites

and vodcast, respectively. The video compression

type was set to H.264, and the sound format was

specified to AAC if an audio track was included.

For encoding in the QuickTime format, the

‘Prepare for Internet Streaming’ option was set to

‘Fast Start’ rather than ‘Fast Start—Compressed

Header’ because the compressed header file format

is impossible to play on Flash players. Other useful

software packages for screencasting are listed in the

article of Wikipedia entitled ‘Comparison of screen-

casting software’ [61].

To create user-friendly and high-quality tutorials,

we suggest the following points: plan the tutorial;

do a run-through before recording; edit adequately;

pause at essential points; make the duration as

short as possible and keep effects to a minimum.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the MEXT Integrated Database Project portal (http://lifesciencedb.jp/en/). Paper icons and
TV icons zoomed in the call-out following service names are linked to PDF documents and tutorial videos, respect-
ively. MEXT, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan.
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To capture a video smoothly, it is important to create

a plan and run through it before recording. Editing

costs may increase considerably if these preparatory

steps are skipped. Here, editing involves deleting un-

necessary frames and loading animation frames, thus

ultimately reducing video downloading time, user

viewing time and also file size. At key operating

points, it is necessary to pause the animation; viewers

need time to understand and absorb the information.

In TogoTV videos, we insert a pause of about 5–10 s,

depending on the situation. We also recommend

that the video duration be made as short as possible

and that animation effects be suppressed to a min-

imum. Most TogoTV contents fit in a 5-min video,

except for lectures. Excessive production not only

increases the production cost but also conceals the

essence of the video. In general, since a dynamic

video tends to increase file size, suppression of ex-

cessive animation will reduce the file size. Most

video repositories have upload limitations based on

video length and file size.

The most important thing when creating a video

is to create a high-quality video that would be useful

to viewers. When one creates video easily without

any consideration of the quality of the product, it

would be a waste of viewer’s time and content cre-

ator’s time and would add to the already over-

whelming ‘noise’ of available training materials.

Because both creating and viewing video are time

consuming, one needs to create a video carefully. In

a case of TogoTV, we have adopted an internal

review in order to ensure quality. From planning

to drafting, reviewing and publishing takes about a

week in our case.

Video distribution
We used a blog to distribute videos. This allows the

video creation date to be clear to viewers since the

web service interface changes often. In addition, it is

possible to easily implement a comment-posting

system and an update-notification system via RSS.

We selected tDiary for the original TogoTV site

[62]. It is a blog kit written in the Ruby program-

ming language with the ability to easily add functions

using plug-in programs such as update notification

(makerss.rb) via RSS feeds. In addition to plug-in

programs included with tDiary, we activated third-

party plug-in programs, e.g. opening/closing caption

texts that appear in the video (netabare.rb). We also

developed plug-in programs to display the

view-count ranking, query word trends by keyword

search from Google and video recommendations

(similar to the Amazon recommendation system).

We chose WordPress for English interface of

TogoTV [63]. It has smart interface compared with

that of tDiary and can also be easily extended using

plug-in programs.

We used JW Player (LongTail Video, New York,

NY, USA), an open source software program for

playing Flash video on web browsers [64]. The

latest version of JW Player supports HTML5 video

elements; thus, a user can view a video directly on

an iPod, iPhone or iPad. The H264 Streaming

Module for Apache was installed on the server for

video streaming on the hypertext transfer protocol

(HTTP) instead of setting up a real-time messaging

protocol (RTMP) server [65]. This module provides

the ability to start a video at any specified point.

A screenshot of the TogoTV home page is shown

in Figure 2 [54]. There are links for video categories,

most-watched videos and discrete tutorial videos

sorted by creation date, similar to a blog. Every

video has category tags to enable the searching of a

video by categories, such as ‘Genome analysis’,

‘Visualization’ and ‘Sequence analysis’. By clicking a

date or thumbnail image, an individual video screen

page will open (Figure 3). In the video screen page,

there are description of the video, summary text of

the story, and all captions or slides in the video in

addition to the video player. Clicking the thumbnail

on the video player plays the video from the begin-

ning, and clicking a summary text or the thumbnail

of a slide plays the video from the specific time at

which the caption or slide appears.

We also distribute videos as vodcasts, so anyone

can download and watch the videos on their own

computer or handheld device, such as an iPod,

iPhone or iPad via iTunes by subscribing to

TogoTV vodcast. The vodcast distribution website

was constructed using iWeb, which was a part of the

iLife package (Apple Inc.). YouTube videos are also

provided to maximize the reach of the videos, and it

is possible to watch the videos even when the ori-

ginal TogoTV server is down for maintenance.

When the TogoTV service began, YouTube re-

stricted upload file size and duration time up to 1 GB

and 10 min, respectively. Above all, the video quality

was extremely low, for example, it was difficult

to read captions. Thus, we decided to use our

own distribution server. There are many features

that have made possible by preparing our own

server such as recommendations, the ability to play
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from specific time and updating a video without

changing URL. In addition, search of YouTube

video hits more noise because the YouTube contains

various genres, not limited to educational videos.

However, YouTube now allows high-definition

quality videos, and limitations of file size and dur-

ation time increased up to 2 GB and 15 min, respect-

ively [66]. In addition, the time limitation of upload

videos can be derestricted if users have complied

with the YouTube community guidelines and copy-

right rules [67]. For these reasons, when distributing

tutorial videos, we recommend using YouTube

rather than a private server. Indeed, YouTube

contains many useful tutorial videos. When we

searched YouTube ‘biomart’ as a query, 42 videos

were found. In the search result, 22 videos were

noise that was unconcerned to biology, and 13

videos including one lecture video were uploaded

by us (account: togotv). The rest included five

videos provided by one of the service provider (ac-

count: EnsemblHelpdesk) and two videos provided

by BioMart users. YouTube provides video-

embedding code, so anyone can embed a video on

any website. Clicking the embed button below a

video shows the embedding code as well as options

and skins for embedding.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the (A) international version of and (B) original version of TogoTV website. All contents
are sorted by publishing date. There are list of category tags, daily/weekly/monthly ranking of playing video (only
for the original site), publishing date, description, thumbnail, summary of the story and link to all captions in the
video.When you click a date or thumbnail, a new page will open for playing the video (Figure 3A).When you click
a sentence of summary, the video will start corresponding scene.

Figure 3: Screenshot of TogoTV’s tutorial programs.Clicking the thumbnail in the center of the page will start the
video.When the summary text of a video is clicked, the video will start the scene corresponding to the summary.
There are links to recommended videos that are related playing video at the bottom of the page. (A) This video is
entitled ‘How to use BodyParts3D/Anatomography 2010’. (B) This video is entitled ‘How to make probeID list for
microarray using BioMart’.
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When we publish a new video, an announcement

is distributed using RSS and Twitter [68, 69]. The

Twitter notification is a reposting of the RSS feed

using Twitterfeed [70].

Update of content
Since the databases and tools are constantly evolving,

it is important to keep up with updating the corres-

ponding tutorial videos. Speedy update of the con-

tent is one of advantages of TogoTV; it cannot do in

a paper device. Update of the resources is constantly

monitored using a news release, RSS and DBCLS

Database Catalog, which is a service developed in the

Integrated Database Project [71]. An entry in this

catalog contains ‘Last Modified’ date information

that is automatically collected by a crawling program.

When a resource is updated significantly or changed

its interface, we replace an old tutorial video with a

recreated video as soon as possible. In May 2011, we

have 310 tutorial videos in TogoTV (excluding lec-

ture videos), and a total of 54 videos are updated

ones.

Examples of tutorial videos inTogoTV
How to use BodyParts3D/anatomography
Anatomography is a 3D rendering tool for human

anatomy and has been developed as part of the

Integrated Database Project [72]. A user can generate

anatomical images by selecting body parts stored in

the BodyParts3D database and setting their opacities,

colors and viewpoint [73]. The image is useful for

communication between physicians and patients,

and it can be generated as a heat map of the

human body based on an organ name and a numeric

value such as organ-specific gene expression data and

cancer mortality. Figure 3A shows a screenshot of

the BodyParts3D/anatomography tutorial video

[74]. This video describes how to build a 3D

image, how to manipulate viewpoint and size, how

to set opacities and colors and how to output to an

image file. Videos of other services provided by the

Integrated Database Project are also available at the

project page [55]. A TV icon after the service name

(Figure 1) provides a link to a tutorial video.

How to use BioMart
We provide how-to videos of not only our own

services but also useful tools all over the world.

BioMart, a query-oriented data management

system, is one of the most important tools in

genome science [75]. Users can submit various

queries to retrieve lists of interest from BioMart. A

screenshot of the tutorial video entitled ‘How to

make probeID list for microarray using BioMart’ is

shown in Figure 3B [76]. In this video, the process

for creating an ID conversion list for microarray ana-

lysis on the BioMart central portal website is intro-

duced [77]. From all genes in the mouse genome,

genes that have corresponding entries in the

Affymetrix mouse430 2 GeneChip are considered

for further analysis. Genes with the Affymetrix

GeneChip ID mentioned above are associated with

the Agilent ProbeID and RefSeq ID via the Ensembl

Gene ID. The results are downloadable in the tab

separated value format with GNU-zip (.gzip)

compression.

Lectures
Lectures are also distributed from TogoTV.

Currently, we broadcast eight lectures in English.

One is a video of a lecture about this service

(TogoTV) held at the 2007 Annual Conference of

the Japanese Society for Bioinformatics (JSBi2007,

Figure 4A) [78]. The second lecture is about

Gendoo [79], a functional profiling tool for gene

and disease features using the Mesh vocabulary,

held at JSBi2008 [80]. The third is about copyright

and data sharing in science entitled ‘Copyright in

the Digital Age and Its Impact on Scientific Data

Sharing’ by Professor Lawrence Lessig from Harvard

Law School from the ‘Balancing Intellectual

Property Protection and Data Sharing in Science’

symposium (Figure 4B) [81]. The others are about

processing of large genomic data from ‘Workshop on

Parallel and Distributed Processing of Large Genome

Data’ [82].

In addition to hosting TogoTV, we also organize

workshops, which is called AJACS (All Japan

Annotators/Curators/System DB administrators)

workshop, for Japanese users of biological databases

and tools for educational purposes [83]. We have

published a lecture video with an online handout for

participants to review and for interested parties who

could not attend. Currently, there are 63 lecture

videos in Japanese from 13 workshops.

Statistics and user feedback
In May 2011, we provided over 450 videos, most

of which are in Japanese. TogoTV is accessed 20 000

times per month from 5000 unique IP addresses

and videos are played 4000 times per month.

According to the analysis of IP addresses, accesses
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from ‘.jp’ and ‘.com’ domain accounted for about

33% and 31%, respectively. The rest included un-

known domain (28%), ‘.net’ (5%) and ‘.edu’ (1%)

domains. Although contents of TogoTV are mainly

Japanese, there are accesses from outside of Japan.

The analysis of access was carried out using

AWStats, and we excluded the bot programs from

the analysis [84]. Videos accessed on YouTube

measured through the YouTube API are played

about 5000 times per month. Since TogoTV was

started in July 2007, videos have been watched

>250 000 times. The tutorial videos of basic tools

Figure 5: User feedback about TogoTV. External evaluation about the services provided by the Integrated
Database Project was carried out via web from September to October 2009 [89]. There were 117 respondents
including principal investigators, corporate researchers, postdocs and PhD students in total, and 60 peoples evalu-
ated TogoTV. The question was ‘For this service, please give us feedback on how to proceed in the future’.
Respondents chose from five options: ‘Because it seems pretty useful, I suggest it should be driven forward’
(Very good); ‘Because it seems useful in its own way, I suggest it may be driven forward’ (Good); ‘I do not have
responsibility to assess it’ (No responsibility); ‘Because it seems unuseful, I suggest it need not be driven forward’
(Bad); and ‘Because it seems completely unuseful, it should be dropped’ (Very bad).

Figure 4: Screenshot of TogoTV’s lecture programs. There are the slides appeared in the presentation at the
bottom of the page. When you click a slide, the video will start corresponding scene. (A) Video of voice-over on
slides. (B) Live-action video.
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and databases such as primer3, reactome, blast, clus-

talw, and Ensembl are the popular contents in

TogoTV [36, 85–88].

Reactions of most viewers are positive judging

from the responses received during interviews at lec-

tures and exhibitions. According to some instructors

who used our videos for their bioinformatics lec-

tures, their students’ understanding increased consid-

erably. Figure 5 shows a part of the results of the

Integrated Database Project user feedback investiga-

tion in FY2008–2009. More than 85% of reviewers

reacted positively to our service.

CONCLUSION
It is possible to provide tutorials in the video format

because the continued development of computer

hardware and software and the Internet. Various

service developers have created and distributed tu-

torial videos via their own server or YouTube; our

contribution was the launching of TogoTV, which

provides over 450 videos and is one of the most

active site collecting and maintaining tutorial

videos. As pointed out by Williams et al. [3], tutorial

videos are not always in depth enough to provide

a full understanding of the resource to users. But

it is effective for them to touch on use of web re-

sources. Further development of computer and web

infrastructure will accelerate this movement in the

future.

It would be helpful if database and tool developers

publish how-to videos as well as documents to en-

courage greater use. Even if one is just a user of web

resources and not a service developer or provider,

the creation and distribution of a tutorial video

based on experience is useful for numerous research-

ers. The most important thing is to create a

high-quality video that would be useful to viewers.

To show summary text, captions and dialogues of a

video as well as description is also useful in determin-

ing whether or not to watch the video. The creation

of tutorial videos in a community is particularly

useful for sharing and standardizing the annotation

and curation process.

We believe that providing tutorial videos created

by database and tool providers as well as users will

promote research activities and help to distribute the

knowledge of database and tool handling in research

communities. Thus, we propose that everyone who

produces and uses web resources create tutorial

videos and share them.

Key Points

� Improvements of computer technology and the Internet enable
creation and distribution of a tutorial video easily.

� Some major database and tool developers provided tutorial
videos via their website and/orYouTube.

� We developed TogoTV, a website where tutorial videos of bio-
informatics databases, tools and lectures are distributed, and
this attempt acquired a good reputation.

� Let us create and share tutorial videos all together.
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